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Most versatile headset.
Versatility is the hallmark of our innovative DuoPro line, with best-in-class audio
performance and all-day wearing comfort for contact center and office professionals.

The DuoPro series lets you choose your fit from over-the-ear, over-the-head or
behind-the-head options while delivering superior comfort, sound and reliability.
The unique double T-pad headband rests on your head, not the ear, for ultimate
stability and increased comfort.
The DuoPro is available with either the Plantronics trademark voice tube or a noisecanceling microphone that includes an innovative anti-twist boom. DuoPro is backed
by a two-year warranty for unsurpassed durability all day, every day.
• Call quality at the next level. Adding a Plantronics amplifier featuring Clearline™
audio technology protects from loud noises, reduces echoes and background
noise, and equalizes call volume—all which improve customer satisfaction and
agent productivity.
• Plantronics compatibility. With Plantronics Quick Disconnect™ feature, DuoPro
works with all Plantronics amplifiers and USB-to-headset adapters. Direct connect
solutions are also available for headset-ready phones and agent consoles, providing
connection flexibility for your diverse working environment.
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DuoPro ® Key Features
• Customizable comfort. Allows you to choose your favorite style.
• Advanced ergonomic design. Provides superior balance, fit and
comfort. Choose your preferred fit:
Over-the-head style—Unique double T-pad headband distributes
weight evenly so there’s never a speaker pad pressing on your ear.
Over-the-ear style—Conformable earloop can be molded for
a secure, comfortable fit.

Double T-pad
headband sits off
your ear for comfort
and stability

Behind-the-head style—Optional contemporary design
neckband provides a stable, discreet fit. Neckband is only
available as an accessory, sold separately.
• Available with voice tube or noise-canceling microphone:
H171N DuoPro
Convertible with
noise-canceling
microphone

Voice tube—Plantronics’ trademark design is light weight and
unobtrusive. Ideal for most offices and contact centers. Delivers
great sound quality in all but the noisiest environments.
Noise-canceling microphone—DuoPro features an innovative
anti-twist boom for perfect placement every time. Ideal for noisy
environments (over 65dB).
• Supports Clearline™ audio technology. Ensures precise listening
level, sophisticated hearing protection and superior audio performance
when used with Plantronics amplifiers.

Anti-twist boom
Noise-canceling
microphone

• Can be worn on either ear.
H171 DuoPro
Convertible with
voice tube

• Quick Disconnect™ feature lets you walk away from your phone
while still wearing your headset. Adjustable clothing clip and 10 foot
coil cord allow for freedom of movement.
• Requires Plantronics amplifier, USB-to-headset adapter or direct
connect cable to connect to phone.
Voice tube

Vista® M22 Amplifier
Get ultimate sound quality on traditional PBX
phones, IP phones and wideband IP phones
by combining your Plantronics DuoPro series
headset with our latest corded amplifier—the
Vista M22 with Clearline™ audio technology.
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Shown with accessory
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